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A Note on Orthogonal Designs 

J. Hammer, D.G. Sarvate and Jennifer Seberry* 

ABSTRACJI' 

We extend a method of Kharaghani and obtain some 
new constructions for weighing matrices and orthogonal 
designs. In particular we show that if there exists an 
OD(81) ... ,Sr), where w = l:8;, of order n, then there exists 
an OD(StW,S2W, ... ,srw) of order n(n+k} for k ~ 0 an integer. 
If there is an OD(t,t,t,t) in order n, then there exists an 
OD(12t,12t,12t,12t} in order 12n. If there exists an 
OD(S,8,8,8) in order 48 and an OD(t,t,t,t) in order 4t there 
exists an OD(128 2t,1282t,128 2t,128 2t) in order 4882t and an 
OD(208 2t ,2082t ,2082t208 2) in order 8082t. 

1. Introduction. 

Let W = [Wii] be a matrix of order n with wi,- E {O,I,-I}. W is 
called a weighing matrix of weight p and order n, if ltVw7' = wTlv = pI,., 
where I,. denotes the identity matrix of order n. Such a matrix is denoted 
by W(n,p). If squaring all its entries gives an incidence matrix of a SBIBD 
then W is called a balanced weighing matrix. 

An oTthogonal de8ign (OD), A, say, of order n and type (S1>S2, ... ,8/) 
on the commuting variables (±Xl' ... ,±Xt) and 0, is a square matrix of 
order n with entries from (±Xl' ... ,±xt ) and o. Each row and column of 
A contains s" entries equal to x" in absolute value, the remaining entries 
in each roW and column being equal to O. Any two distinct rows of A are 
orthogonal. 

In other words 

An Hadamard matrix W = [Wi,-] is a W( n,n) i.e. it is a square matrix 
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oC order n with entries Wij E {1,-1} which satisfies 

wwr = WTW= nI • 
OD's have been used to construct new Hadamard matrices. For 

details see Geramita and Seberry (1979). 

Kharaghani (1985) defined 0,. = [Wki,W"j] and with that obtained 
skew symmetric and symmetric W(n2+2n,p2) from W(n,p), where 8 is any 
positive integer such that n + 8 is even. Each 0,. is a symmetric {O,l,-I} 
matrix of order n. We define CJ. by the Kronecker product and by 
extending Kharaghani's method we obtain some new constructions of 
weighing matrices and orthogonal designs. 

2. Som.e properties or 0,. 's. 
The 0,. 's can be defined as a Kronecker product of the kth row of W 

with its transpose, in other words, if Rio denotes the kth row of W, then 
01: = RI: X R'[. Similarly, we derme 01:'S corresponding to the OD, A, as 
follows: 

Let U be a weighing matrix obtained from A by replacing all the 
variables of A by 1. Let AI: and UI: denote the kth rows of A and U 
respectively. Then 01: = AI: X uf. 

Lem.ma 2.1. Let V. be the ith row of an SBIBD(v,p,A). Consider 

X ~ [V, X v'f, ... ,v. X v;] 

th .. xX" ~ p((p-')I +U). 

Proot. 

XXT = VI vf X Vfv" ... ) V" V;; X V;rV" 

=PL:iV.1V"; 
~ p((p-')I+>1). 0 

Corollary 2.2. Given a balanced W(n,p), based on an SBIBD(n,p,)...), 
consider 

X= [C~:C~: :C!l 
where 0' i8 obtained from C, by squaring all its entries. Then the inner 
product of any two distinct rows of X is Ap. 
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Proof. Observe that eJ = VI X 1/f. 0 

3. A new eonstruction of orthogonal designs. 

Many constructions in orthogonal design theory have been expressed 
in terms of Kronecker products of matrices, for example see Gastineau
Hills (1983) and Gastineau-Hills and Hammer (1983). The Kronecker pro
duct of two or more designs is not in general a design since products of 
variables appear, for example: 

XIYI X,," XI!l2 X2!12 z, z, z, z, 

[ X, X'] [y, y, ] -X2!11 XI!ll -x2Y2 xIY2 -z, z, -z, z, 
-X, X, X y, -YI = xIY2 X2!!2 -XlVI -X2Yt z, z, -z, -z, 

-X2Y2 XI!!2 X2Yl -XI!!I -z, z, z, -z, 

(where %1 = XI!!I' %2 = X2!11' %3 = X1Y2, %4 = X2Y2) is not orthogonal if we 
take %1>%2,%3 and %4 as independent. However it is a different matter if we 
take a Kronecker product of an OD wit.h a weighing matrix. 

A construction of Kharaghani can be extended to give the following 
result: 

Theorem 3.1. If there exists an OD, A, of type (SI,S2, ... 's.), where 

and order n on the variables (±Xl, ... ,±x.,O) then there exist n 
matrices Clt ... ,en of order n satisfying 

" " ~cicT= ~S.l: 
;_1 .1:=1 

CIeCT = 0, k "" i 

Proof. Let A = (a;j) be the OD. Replace all the variables of A by 1 mak
ing it a (0,1,-1) weighing matrix U = (u;;) of order n and weight w. 
Write Aro and Uk for the kth rows of A and U respectively. Form 

Then 

Ck=AkXUr. 

CkCT = (Ak X UJ)(Aj X UJ)T 
= (AkAJ X UrUi ) 
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= 0 if k 'F- j because A is an orthogonal design. 

Now 

= EAlAJx rf[Ul 

~ ~8;xJ(~vIU.) 

= ESiXJ(wI,,) by the properties of U. 0 

EXBInple 3.2. Lot 

-a 6 , -d 
6 a d , 

A~ -d -6 , a 

-d -, 6 

Then 

a -a -a 

-6 6 6 
0 1,= -, , , 

Thus we have: 

d -d -d 

c-c c-c 

-d d -d d 

a -a a-a 

-66-66 

a 

a 

-6 

-, 
d 

T 

T 

-1 1 1 -1 
1 1 1 1 

U~ 
1 -1 1 -1 

-1 -1 1 1 

T 
6 6 6 6 
a a a a 

O2 = d d d d 
, , , , 

T 
d d -d -d 
, , -, -, 

04.= -6 -6 6 6 
-a -a a a 

Theorem 3.3. Suppose there exists an OD(sl>""s,), where w = Es;, of 
order n. Then there exists an OD(8IW,82W, ... ,oS,w) of order n(n+k) for 
k ~ 0 an integer. 

Proof. Form 0 1, ••• ,0 .. as in the previous theorem. Form a latin square of 
order n + k and replace n of its elements by 0 10",,0,, and the other ele
ments by the n X n zero matrix. 0 

For instance, using Theorem 3.3 we can construct an OD{4,4,4,4) of 
order 4n, for n ;;?: 4. Using inequivalent Latin squares in Theorem 3.3 will 
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yield inequivalent ODs. 

Corollary 3.4. If there i8 an OD(t,t,t,t) in order 4t, then there is an 
OD(4t2,4t2,4t2,4t2

) in every order 4t(4t+k), k ;?: 0 an integer. 

But this construction can be used in other ways. 

Example 3.5. Write 1,2,3,4 for 0 1, ... ,04' Define 

[
' 2 3] [4 2 3] [3 , 4] 

AI = 3 1 2 , A2 = 3 4 2 , As = 1 4 3 , 

231 234 431 

Then AkA] = AjAr Thus AI> A z, As, A4 can be used to replace the vari
ables of any OD(t,t,!,t). 0 

Hence we have 

Theorem 3.6. Suppose there i8 an OD(t,t,t,t) in order n. Then there 
exists an OD(12t,12t,12t,12t) in order 12n. 

Proof. Use the OD(I,!,!,I) in order 4 to form 01> ... ,04 of order 4. Sub
stitute these in AI>"',A,. of Example 3.5 to obtain Williamson-type matrices 
of order 12, on 4 variables each repeated 12 times. Use these to replace 
the variables of the OD(t,t,t,t) to get the result. 0 

Now if we had started to construct 01> ... ,04. of order 4s from an 
OD(s,s,s,s) in order 4s we would have each of 4 variables occurring 48

2 

times in each row of [01: 02: ... : 0 4.], But we can use these to form 
Williamson type matrices in a number of ways: 

Let At, be a circulant matrix with first row (i+l,i+2, ... ,i+8), 
i = a,s ,2s, and 3s. These four matrices can be substituted in an 
OD(t,t,t,t). Hence we have: 

Theorem 3.7. If there exists an OD(s,8,s,s) in order 4s and an 
OD(t,t,t,t) in order 4t, then there exi3ts an OD(4.s2t,432t,4.s2t,48tj in 
order 168 2t. 

Now if we write i for B; we can proceed exactly as in Example 3.5 
so we have: 

Theorem 3.B. If there exists an OD(8,8,S,8) in order 4s and an 
OD(t,t,t,t) in order 4t, then there exists an OD(128 2t,12s Zt,12s Zt,12s Zt) 
in order 48sZt. 0 

Consider the OD(5,5,5,5) in order 20. The construction gives 
CI>Cz, ... ,Cw of order 20 and hence an OD(300,300,300,300) in order 1200. 
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Example 3.10. We suppose as before that 1,2,3,4 are matrices of order n 
such that ijT = 0 and ~iiT = Enx?I ... 

Define 

3 1 2 -2 1 1 3 4 -4 3 

1 3 1 2 -2 3 1 3 4 -4 

A 1 = -2 1 3 1 2 A z = -4 3 1 3 4 

2 -2 1 3 1 4 -4 3 1 3 

1 2 -2 1 3 3 4 -4 3 1 

4 1 2 2 -1 2 3 4 4 -3 

1 2 2 -1 4 3 4 4 -3 2 

Aa= 2 2 -1 4 1 A,f= 4 4 -3 2 3 

2 -1 4 1 2 4 -3 2 3 4 

-1 4 1 2 2 -3 2 3 4 4 

Then ~AJ = Aj~T and E~A[ = ESxizI6,,' 

Thus if B; are as described after Theorem 3.7 we have 

Theorem 3.11. Suppose there is an OD(s,s,s,s) in order 4s and an 
OD(t,t,t,t) in order 4t. Then there is an OD(20sZt,208Zt,20s 2t,20sZt) in 
order 80sZt. 

4. Method used to forID inequivalent Hadamard IDatrices. 

Construction 4.1. Let H be Hadamard of order n. 
i = 1,2, ... ,n, from H as before. Let L and M be Hadamard 
order t. Then 

(L X G;}(M X G;) ~ 0, 

Form G;, 
matrices of 

So if Hl> ... ,H .. are Hadamard matrices of order t (inequivalent or just dif
ferent equivalence operations applied to one) then the matrices 

Hi X G j , Hl X 02> ... ,H; X 0 .. , i,' E {1,2, ... ,n} , . 
can be put into a latin square of order n to form Hadamard matrices of 
order nZt. The method will possibly give many inequivalent Hadamard 
matrices. The method can be generalized to give weighing matrices and 
orthogonal designs which are also possibly inequivalent. 
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5. Method used with coloured designs to form rectangular weigh
ing matriees. 

In a recent paper Rodger, Sarvate and Seberry (1987) have studied 
coloured BIDDs showing every BIDD can be coloured. By definition a 
coloured BIDD is the incidence matrix of the BIBD(v,b,r,k,>") whose 
nonzero entries are replaced by r fixed symbols such that each row and 
column has no repeated symbol. Consider a coloured symmetric 
BIBD(v,k,>..) and a W(k,p). If we replace the ith symbol by Ci for 
i = 1,2, ... ,k and the 0 entries by the k by k zero matrix, we get W(Vk,p2). 
In general, if we consider a coloured BIBD(v,b,r,k,>..) and there exists a 
weighing matrix W(r,p) then we form the Gi , i = 1, ... ,r and replace the 
i th colour by C; and zeros by the zero matrix of order r. This matrix, B, 
has size vr X vr, rp nonzero elements in each row and pk non-zero ele
ments in each column. Hence we have: 

Theorem 5.1. Suppo8e there i8 a BIBD(v,b,r,k,)..) and a W(r,p). Then 
there i8 a (0,1,-1) matrix B with rp nonzero elements in each row and 
pk nonzero elements in each column such that 

BBT = rpI. 

In particular, if the BIBD is symmetric then we have a W(vk ,p2). 0 

Remark. If we replace entries of an n-dimensional latin cube by suitable 
G;'s then we will get n-dimensional orthogonal designs. 
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